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New horizons on advanced nanoscale materials
for Cultural Heritage conservation

Rosangela Mastrangelo, David Chelazzi and Piero Baglioni *

Nanomaterials have permeated numerous scientific and technological

fields, and have gained growing importance over the past decades also

in the preservation of Cultural Heritage. After a critical overview of the

main nanomaterials adopted in art preservation, we provide new

insights into some highly relevant gels, which constitute valuable tools

to selectively remove dirt or other unwanted layers from the surface of

works of art. In particular, the recent ‘‘twin-chain’’ gels, obtained by

phase separation of two different PVAs and freeze-thawing, were

considered as the most performing gel systems for the cleaning of

Cultural Heritage. Three factors are crucial in determining the final gel

properties, i.e., pore size, pore connectivity, and surface roughness,

which belong to the micro/nanodomain. The pore size is affected by

the molecular weight of the phase-separating PVA polymer, while pore

connectivity and tortuosity likely depend on interconnections formed

during gelation. Tortuosity greatly impacts on cleaning capability, as the

removal of matter at the gel–target interface increases with the

uploaded fluid’s residence time at the interface (higher tortuosity

produces longer residence). The gels’ surface roughness, adaptability

and stickiness can also be controlled by modulating the porogen

amount or adding different polymers to PVA. Finally, PVA can be

partially replaced with different biopolymers yielding gels with

enhanced sustainability and effective cleaning capability, where the

selection of the biopolymer affects the gel porosity and effectiveness.

These results shed new light on the effect of micro/nanoscale features

on the cleaning performances of ‘‘twin-chain’’ and composite gels,

opening new horizons for advanced and ‘‘green’’/sustainable gel mate-

rials that can impact on fields even beyond art preservation, like drug-

delivery, detergency, food industry, cosmetics and tissue engineering.

Introduction

Almost 65 years after the seminal talk given by Richard Feyn-
man at an American Physical Society meeting, and 50 years
after the term ‘‘nanotechnology’’ was coined by Norio

Taniguchi at Tokyo Science University, nanomaterials have
been adopted in several scientific and technological fields,
ranging from bioscience, pharmaceuticals and medicine to
energy, textile, food, aerospace, and information industries.1–4

Nanomaterials have enhanced physico-chemical properties
related to their high surface areas, and their applicability in
multiple fields is boosted by the possibility of surface functio-
nalization and combination with bulk materials in hybrid
systems.5–10 Over the past decades, these advantageous char-
acteristics have driven the progressive employment of nano-
scale systems even in Cultural Heritage (CH) preservation,11–21

a strong interdisciplinary field where materials science merges
with industry, social science and humanities.22,23 Movable and
immovable works of art, along with natural and urban land-
scapes, are crucial socioeconomic resources, provided that they
are preserved against damage caused by environmental and
anthropic factors.24 Even though they involve different ethics, a
comparison can be made between medicine and CH preservation,
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New concepts
Among the systems adopted in Cultural Heritage preservation, gels are
highly advantageous since they grant selective removal of unwanted
layers from artistic surfaces. However, fundamental insights are needed
regarding the effects of the gels’ surface and structural features at the
micro/nanoscale, on their interaction with target surfaces, and on matter
transport in the gels. We shed new light on these aspects considering a
recent, innovative class of gels, ‘‘twin-chain’’ polyvinyl alcohol polymer
networks (TC-PNs), and monitoring the effect of different PVAs or other
polymers on the gels’ porosity, surface roughness, and tortuosity. The
PVA molecular weight affects pore size in the TC-PN, while tortuosity,
generated by connections and structural features at the micro- and
nanoscale, favors matter removal by increasing the cleaning fluid’s
residence time at the gel-target interface. Surface roughness,
adaptability and stickiness, crucial factors in cleaning interventions,
can be controlled modulating the amount of porogen or adding
different polymers to PVA. Finally, PVA can be partially replaced with
biopolymers yielding gels with enhanced sustainability. These results
open new horizons in the formulation of ‘‘green’’ TC and composite gels,
potentially impacting on fields beyond art preservation, like drug-
delivery, detergency, food industry, cosmetics and tissue engineering.
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to illustrate the importance of remedial and preventive art con-
servation, and the impact of nanomaterials. As in medicine,
diagnostics have been widely developed to gain understanding
of the degradation processes that inevitably affect works of
art.25–33 However, prevention and remedial interventions must
be specifically designed to conserve and restore the artworks, as
much as preventive health care and pharmaceuticals must be
devised to cure the patients.20 Biosystems are regulated by nano-
scale structures and processes occurring at the same scale;34

similarly, works of art degradation typically starts in nano- or
mesoscale domains at interfaces and exposed surfaces. Not
surprisingly, then, nanomaterials are considered as valuable
alternatives to traditional interventions in biomedicine35 as well
as in CH conservation. Even though nanoscale components occur
naturally in biological products and food,36 devising new systems
in pharmaceutics and drug delivery requires dedicated research
effort in soft matter, colloids, and bioscience.37,38 Likewise, while
numerous types of ancient or classic artifacts include nanostruc-
tures produced from practical knowledge and craftmanship over
the ages,39–42 full scientific awareness and tailored design of
nanoscale systems in CH conservation only started in the 1980s.
Following from the first pioneering studies in this period,19

nanoscience and colloids have produced a wide range of tools
like nanoparticles, gels, microemulsions, coatings, and nanocom-
posites, which are progressively revolutionizing the conservation
practice. However, the field is still open and rich with issues to be
solved, owing to the complexity of works of art and their degrada-
tion pathways, as well as to the need of high time- and cost-
effective tools coping with the preservation of vast collections and
extended urban, rural, or archaeological CH assets worldwide.
Finally, the imperatives of the Green Deal are urgently calling for
the design of materials with enhanced sustainability, reduced
ecotoxicological impact, and feasible applicability.43,44 Sustain-
ability criteria comprise: (i) the use of renewable sources or
recycled wastes as raw materials for designing new solutions; (ii)
minimizing the amount of raw materials needed; (iii) the use of
low-energy processes in the formulation of new materials; (iv) the
reduction of waste at the end and throughout the formulation
process; (v) the use of raw materials and final products with high
green metrics and low ecotoxicological impact, e.g., as indicated
by REACh and other regulations.45–49 These criteria must be
included in ‘‘safe by design’’ approaches to the formulation of
new materials, and in their evaluation through life cycle
assessment.50,51 Finally, in some cases, the use of materials whose
sustainability is not yet fully implemented could be justified if
they represent the sole available solution for the timely preserva-
tion of irreplaceable CH objects that otherwise would be irrepar-
ably lost to degradation.

Altogether, these challenges set new horizons for advanced
nanoscale materials that must be useful to multiple fields, from
CH preservation to linked sectors like cosmetics, detergency,
food industry, tissue engineering, drug-delivery, and others.

Starting with an overview of the main state-of-the-art nano-
materials developed for CH preservation over the past years,
this contribution also provides new data on the design and
physico-chemical characterization of a highly relevant class of

systems, gels, where nano- and mesoscale structural features
are central in determining functional properties and efficacy in
cleaning artworks, i.e., the removal of soil, aged coatings and
adhesives, or even vandalism, which jeopardize canvas paint-
ings, murals, and other iconic types of artifacts. Cleaning is a
recurrent issue in restoration, and artworks are typically sensi-
tive to aqueous fluids or organic solvents that, if not properly
controlled, can leach or damage original components. Thus,
the design of gels as confining networks for the cleaning fluids
is essential to achieve selective and effective interventions.52–55

New synthetic approaches and gel formulations will be
illustrated, along with current challenges, showing how factors
like pore interconnectivity and tortuosity in gels affect cleaning
capability. Particular attention will be dedicated to new sustain-
able gelled systems to improve on existing formulations and set
new standards in this challenging and exciting field.

Nanoscale materials for Cultural
Heritage conservation – an overview

The preservation of iconic fresco paintings from the Renais-
sance set the ground for the development and assessment of
the first nanoscale materials specifically designed for the
remedial conservation of Cultural Heritage. Murals are typically
polluted by salts, organic contaminants, or aged coatings from
past restorations, overall producing the powdering or flaking of
painted layers. Therefore, cleaning and consolidation are two
recurring tasks in the preservation of these artworks. Namely,
the removal of wax contamination from a fresco in Florence
(Italy) in the late 1980s, called for the design of an oil-in-water
(o/w) microemulsion where dodecane was confined as nano-
droplets in nanosized micelles of sodium dodecyl sulphate and
1-pentanol (as the cosurfactant19). The large surface area and
fast solvent/surfactant exchange dynamics of the micelles, their
capability to include wax and transport it in the water phase,
and the large aqueous content of the system (485% w/w), all
made the o/w microemulsion a more efficient tool, and
with reduced ecotoxicological impact, than using the same
mass of a bulk solvent. Starting from this pioneering study,
several o/w nanostructured cleaning fluids have been designed
over the past decades, targeting different types of unwanted
layers.52,54,56 Partially water-soluble solvents were adopted,
which are partitioned between the continuous aqueous phase
and the micelles, enhancing the exchange capability of the
fluids with polymer coatings. As a result, layers of synthetic
polymers such as acrylate, vinyl, and epoxy, which typically
degrade and jeopardize the artifacts’ surface, can swell, detach
or dewet from the artwork’s surface, following the interaction
with the fluid. In particular, the presence of solvents for the
polymer and highly surface-active surfactants are the key to
boost the polymer’s dewetting kinetics by mobilizing polymer
chains and creating new polymer–fluid and fluid–substrate
interfaces.57–60 This approach is advantageous since it can
actually remove the coatings, rather than merely solubilizing
and transporting them in the artwork’s pores, as can occur with
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bulk, non-confined solvents. Water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsions
are also being considered for soil removal from highly water-
sensitive modern canvas paintings, since a continuous hydro-
carbon phase is more inert to the paints’ components, while
the confined water nanodroplets can remove hydrophilic dirt.61

Currently, the focus on the design of o/w and w/o microemulsions
is on employing ‘‘green’’ solvents and cleavable or degradable
surfactants, while maintaining the efficacy of the best-performing
fluids.52,56,62

Another significant advancement in cleaning formulations
came from the design of chemical or physical gel networks to
confine the cleaning fluids. Two relevant examples are, respec-
tively, semi-interpenetrated polymer networks (SIPNs) and
‘‘twin-chain’’ polymer networks (TC-PNs). In the first case, a
monomer undergoes radical crosslinking in the presence of a
linear polymer, which remains entangled in the formed cova-
lent network. The resulting SIPN exhibits the properties of both
its parent polymers, like optimal mechanical properties and
high hydrophilicity, which are required to handle, apply, and
remove gels in cleaning interventions, and to release aqueous
fluids at controlled rates without risks for water-sensitive
substrates.11,63–65 Tuning the content of the two components
produces SIPNs with different pore size distributions, i.e., more,
or less retentive, complying with different cleaning requirements.
In the case of TC-PNs, two types of polyvinyl alcohols (PVAs) with
different molecular weights and alcohol/acetate ratios are blended
in pre-gel solutions. The different molecular weight and hydro-
philicity of the PVAs leads to demixing and phase separation in
solution, where one of the polymer forms water-swollen micro-
metric blobs dispersed in the continuous phase of the other
PVA.66 When the solution is freeze-thawed, and then washed,
the blobs elongate, partially merge, and release polymers, leaving
a spongy, interconnected porous network in the main PVA gel.
Part of the second PVA is retained in the pores’ walls and makes
the network mechanically compliant. These features have made
the TC-PNs ideal tools to clean the rough painted surfaces found
in modern/contemporary canvas paintings, as demonstrated by
the successful cleaning of masterpieces like works by Pablo
Picasso, Roy Lichtenstein, and others.66–69 It must be noticed
that, in addition to their micron-sized pores, gel networks also
have nanometer-sized porosity and structural elements, including
mesh sizes, persistence lengths in swollen chain domains, solid-
like inhomogeneities, and crystallites, whose dimensions and
extension can be controlled by the synthetic approach. These
nanoscale features impact on the mechanical behaviour and
retentiveness of the gels, as they participate in the dynamics of
the fluids confined in the gels, including the transport of fluids
and matter in the gel network, and their exchange at the interface
between the gel and the target surface.64,70 As seen for the
nanostructured cleaning fluids, research is currently focusing on
the formulation of gels using bio- or natural compounds, which
are being progressively adopted to design hydro- (for aqueous
fluids) or organogels (able to load organic solvents).71–77

Regarding the consolidation of works of art, nanoparticles of
alkaline earth hydroxides constitute the first and main example of
nanoscale materials designed for the restoration of murals,

mortar, and stones.78–80 Different synthetic approaches, such as
top-down and bottom-up routes, have been adopted since the early
2000s to produce particles’ dispersions in water or organic sol-
vents. Once applied to the artifacts, the solvent evaporates leaving
the nanoparticles adhered to the pores of mural/mortar/stone,
where they react with atmospheric CO2 and turn into a well-
adhered and cohered carbonate network that bonds flaking pig-
ments and consolidates surface layers. This approach has optimal
physico-chemical compatibility to the original artifacts as opposed
to detrimental coatings of polymeric adhesives. As a result, durable
consolidation has been achieved on works of art spanning from
the European classic ages and Renaissance to Mesoamerican
heritage in tropical settings.11,20 Fundamental studies have also
been dedicated to the kinetics of the carbonation process as
affected by temperature and relative humidity, using deceleratory
or boundary nucleation and growth models.81,82 Namely, the
relative humidity and the nanoparticles’ surface area are the key
to boost the kinetics, with comparable activation energies to those
of high temperature dry solid–gas carbonation processes. These
particles can also be used to consolidate silicate stones or earthen
materials, as they are able to react with silica and form calcium
silicate hydrate (CSH) gel phases that ultimately strengthen the
weakened layers.83 Notably, alkaline earth metal hydroxide nano-
particles proved beneficial also to regulate pH in cellulose- or
collagen-based works of art, such as paper, canvas, wood, parch-
ment, and leather.80,84–86 The selection of dispersion solvents is
crucial in this case to avoid damage to fibres, inks, or dyes.
Waterlogged wood and shipwrecks like the Vasa and the Mary
Rose represent highly challenging cases, where, despite promising
results, the homogeneous penetration of the complex 3D wooden
matrix by the particles remains an open issue, along with the
feasibility of applications on large hulls.85,87,88

Finally, nanoscale materials like metal (or metal oxide)
particles, nanocarriers, and inorganic–organic hybrids have been
explored in the past few years to counteract microorganisms,
corrosion, environmental pollutants (as acetic acid), and weath-
ering, or to provide mechanical consolidation. Some examples
include silver89,90 or titanium dioxide nanoparticles,91,92 and zinc
oxide micro- or nanoparticles,93–95 also embedded in polymer
matrices, layered double hydroxides nanocarriers,96 mesoporous
silica nanoparticles,97 halloysite nanotubes,98,99 cellulose nano-
crystals/fibrils or lignin nanoparticles,100 cellulose-fibroin colloidal
dispersions,101 and starch nanoparticles.102 These examples are
representative of the potential that nanoscience and colloids have
in the formulation of materials for the preservation of CH, with
particular emphasis on bio- or biomimetic systems with enhanced
properties and reduced ecotoxicity. The promising results obtained
so far demonstrate that this is a vibrant research field with a large
room for new discoveries and impacts on multiple sectors.

New insights into materials for
cleaning works of art

Despite many efforts to refine and enhance the cleaning
abilities of gelled systems, there are some crucial aspects that
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must be addressed in the current and future research studies to
formulate innovative restoration tools. In this contribution, we
are providing new experimental data to shed light on three
main open aspects in the design of gel formulations: (i) the role
of gel network’s tortuosity in the cleaning process; (ii) the need
for gels able to work on smooth, vertical surfaces; (iii) the
incorporation of biobased components into the gel network. In
the following sections, we illustrate novel gel formulations
tackling these challenges in the cleaning of works of art.

Tailoring porosity, surface roughness, and tortuosity in gels to
optimize cleaning capability

The cleaning mechanism occurring at the gel–artwork interface
remains largely unexplored. Some intrinsic properties of gels
are critical, like porosity, which affects transport properties and
surface adhesiveness.

The pores size, morphology and interconnectivity of a gel
drastically affect its permeability,103 the absorption/desorption
and retention/release,104–106 the transport properties, and the
matrix tortuosity, i.e. the irregularity of the flow/diffusional
path. The link between tortuosity in gels and their cleaning
capability is one of the fundamental missing pieces towards the
rational formulation of optimized cleaning systems, while
relevant background on tortuosity exists in the literature
regarding membranes107–110 and porous matrices.111–114

Pores connectivity at the micrometer-scale, observed
through techniques such as confocal laser scanning micro-
scopy (CLSM), can often be directly related to the connectivity
at the nanoscale (see the following paragraphs).115 The features
of PVA-based cryogels at the nanoscale have been investigated
through small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).66,70,115 These gels
are generally characterized by two characteristic dimensions:
polymer crystallite radius, 4–6 nm, and a mesh-size, 3–6 nm.
The presence of pores in the 50–500 nm size range was also
established through scanning electron microscopy
imaging.66,115 Such hierarchical porosity grants enhanced
transport properties.

A simplified scheme of the main mechanisms occurring
during the cleaning process is shown in Fig. 1. More specifi-
cally, a macroporous gel is in contact with a model surface.
In Fig. 1, left panel, sub-micron scale details of the gel–
substrate interface are shown: a water layer at the interface
allows the solubilization of hydrosoluble molecules (in yellow)
that diffuse through the interconnected gel pores.

Gels’ adhesiveness is another crucial factor influencing
cleaning abilities. The adhesiveness of a surface is the result of
the interplay between several factors. Specific chemical moieties
can affect surface energy and wetting properties,116–118 and thus
promote or limit the interaction with a specific substrate. Surface
roughness determines the number of contact points between the
gel and the surface. Micron-sized inhomogeneities of the gel
surface are ideal to entrap dust or dirt particles (see Fig. 1, right
panel). In addition, the surface roughness at the micrometer-scale
can be related to the pore morphology, to some extent.

Briefly, the presence of interconnected, micron-sized pores
grants the formation of a sponge-like structure, which is

advantageous for the solubilization of hydrosoluble com-
pounds at the interface: in the sponge-like gel, the tortuosity
is enhanced, and the residence-time of water at the gel–sub-
strate interface is higher, allowing higher dirt removal.115

Moreover, sponge-like gels are characterized by a higher surface
roughness, which improves adhesivity and dirt-capture at the
interface.

It has been recently shown that gels with more pronounced
tortuosity exhibit the enhanced removal of hydrosoluble mole-
cules, since longer residence times of the cleaning fluid at the
gel–substrate interface allow higher local removal, before the
liquid diffuses through the gel matrix115 (see Fig. 1, left panel).
More specifically, it has been found that gels with straight
micron-sized pores (such as H-PVA gel (Fig. 2)) are character-
ized by a lower tortuosity at the nanoscale than sponge-like
gels. This implies a link between gels’ features at the micro-
and nanoscale.

Networks tortuosity can be calculated through fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measurements. The apparent
tortuosity of the gels can be calculated as the effective relative
diffusivity:115,119,120

Dsol/Dgel = t2/e = tapp
2 (1)

where e is the gels’ porosity, and t2, the tortuosity factor, is the
square of the geometrical tortuosity t. Dsol and Dgel represent,
respectively, the diffusion coefficient of a free, non-confined
dye in aqueous solution and inside the gel.

In principle, macroporous gels can be obtained through
different processes, such as solvent casting, freeze drying, gas
foaming121–123 and phase-separation. The latter was recently
used to produce sponge-like gels, with interconnected
pores.65,66,115,124 Interconnectivity likely promotes cleaning
capability, as dirt is transported through the gel matrix from
the gel–artifact interface towards the evaporation front.66

While polymers’ incompatibility in water already provides
the micron-sized domain that act as templates during freezing

Fig. 1 Simplified scheme of the main processes occurring at the
gel–substrate interface during the cleaning process. Left panel: At the
sub-micron scale, the detachment and dissolution of the water-soluble
components in a thin water layer, which forms at the gel–substrate
interface, can be observed. Then, solubilized molecules diffuse through
the gel pores. Right panel: At the micro-scale, the entrapment of soil and
insoluble particles in the gel nooks can be observed. Higher gel roughness
favors the process.
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and finally form a sponge-like structure, further control on the
gel porosity may be provided by the inclusion of charged
polymers in the formulation, depending on the polymer struc-
ture and the pH conditions. In addition, charged groups can
promote specific interactions at the gel–substrate interface
during cleaning.

In some cases, phase-separation can be triggered between PVA
and a charged polymer, obtaining a charged, sponge-like structure.

Here, partially charged polymers or polyelectrolytes were
mixed with a highly hydrolyzed PVA (H-PVA), in a H-PVA :
polyelectrolyte = 3 : 1 ratio, to prepare cryogels.

The effects of polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA), sodium
polystyrene sulfonate (PSSNa) and a carboxylated, partially
hydrolyzed PVA (PVACOOH) on the H-PVA gel structure were
observed through confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
imaging. The effects of PVA cryostructuration with the same
polymers under highly acidic conditions (pH 1.5) were also
investigated. In this case, after the freeze-thawing process, the
gels were washed in neutral demineralized water before ima-
ging. Fig. 2 shows the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) cross-
sections of the cryogels.

The presence of charges on the polyelectrolyte chains par-
tially disrupts the ordering of the pure H-PVA structure, where
pores are needle-shaped and aligned, as clearly visible in the H
cross-section. PSSA and PSSNa enlarges the pore cross-section,
in average. The H-PVA–PSSNa gel shows the largest pores.

Being PVACOOH only partially charged at neutral pH, the
structure of H-PVA–PVACOOH cryogels remains almost the
same as that of the pure H-PVA gel. V cross-sections show a
variation in the surface roughness: H-PVA–PSSA is the most
jagged, while H-PVA–PVACOOH shows an even surface, with
pronounced pore directionality. Rough surfaces are expected to
maximize the system cleaning ability for particulate matter
deposited on the degraded artistic surface.

When the pH is decreased to 1.5, disruption of pore direc-
tionality occurs in the gel containing PSSNa, probably due to
the increase of the ions concentration in solution. In this case,
elongated pores are replaced by irregular and more compact
voids. In the H-PVA–PVACOOH system, the low pH triggers a
polymer–polymer phase separation: in this condition, the addi-
tive polymer is uncharged, and the interactions between the
two polymers become less favored.

As both polymers have high molecular weights, the enthalpy
of mixing prevails over the entropy, and demixing occurs. As a
result, the final gel shows a sponge-like structure similar to
those obtained when mixing H-PVA with a partially hydrolyzed
PVA,66 but with the added feature of charged functions. Gels
with charged functions can exhibit enhanced interactions with
charged surfaces or particulate in cleaning interventions.

As mentioned above, the capture of dirt, overpaints, or
solubilized coatings by gels can be favored by tuning the
interconnectivity, and thus the tortuosity of sponge-like porous
networks. To this end, a model system was studied by the
application of different gels to a cardboard stained with a
hydrophilic dye (tartrazine) to simulate the removal of water-
soluble dirt from a substrate.

In this section, to investigate the link between porosity and
tortuosity and gels’ transport properties, a set of three gels
obtained by freeze-thawing solutions of H-PVA mixed with
partially hydrolyzed PVAs (L1-3) of increasing molecular
weights (‘‘twin-chain’’ polymer networks, TC-PNs66) were stu-
died by means of CLSM and fluorescence correlation spectro-
scopy (FCS). The molecular weight of the second PVA
component increases following the series L1 o L2 o L3.

The effects of the molecular weight variation on the gels’
morphology at the micrometer-scale was observed by CLSM as
shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that the pore size increases with
the molecular weight of the second PVA component. The latter
acts as a porogen by phase-separation and demixing in the pre-
gel PVA solutions.66 A higher molecular weight causes a more
pronounced phase separation, which reasonably produces
larger pores in the final TC-PN gel. The surface roughness is
expected to increase with the pores size (see vertical cross-
sections, Fig. 3).

Gel cleaning performances were tested using a tartrazine-
dyed cardboard. HPVA – L3 showed the highest removal ability
(see Fig. 4(A) and Table 1), measured as the average of the pixels
greyscale intensity in a 15 mm2 area after conversion of the
cleaned areas’ images in grayscale (see Materials and methods
section).

Gels’ tortuosity, related to the cleaning ability, was calculated
through eqn (1): Dgel and Dsol were obtained from the FCS data.

Fig. 2 CLSM images of PVA-based cryogels, containing a highly hydro-
lyzed PVA (H-PVA) and charged polymer additives (poly styrene sulfonic
acid, PSSA, sodium poly styrene sulfonate, PSSNa, and carboxylated PVA,
PVACOOH) in a 3 : 1 ratio. The horizontal and vertical cross-sections show
features of the gels’ porosity and morphology at the micrometer-scale,
including surface roughness. H-PVA gel images are reported as a refer-
ence system.
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Measurements were performed on gels (loaded with the solution
of a standard dye, Alexa Fluor, right after the interaction of the
gels with the tartrazine-stained cardboard) and on a tartrazine-
aqueous solution (at the same concentration used to stain the
cardboards) containing Alexa Fluor, as well.

Namely, Dsol and Dgel represent, respectively, the diffusion
coefficient of the standard dye in the tartrazine aqueous
solution and in the tartrazine-loaded gel, right after the inter-
action with the cardboard (see Materials and methods section).

H-PVA – L1 shows the lowest apparent tortuosity. Even if the
porosity changes drastically throughout the L1-3 series, the
apparent tortuosity remains unaltered in the H-PVA – L2 and H-
PVA – L3 gels (Fig. 4(B) and Table 1).

Overall, this suggests that the connectivity between pores is
not exclusively determined by the size or shape of the phase
separated domains in the pre-gel solution, but rather by the
probability of their interconnection during the freezing and
gelation steps.

This approach highlighted differences in the gels’ transport
properties over other interactions occurring at the gel–card-
board interface. The better cleaning performance of H-PVA – L3
over L2 is likely due to the different pore sizes. While the
apparent tortuosity is comparable, the higher surface rough-
ness of H-PVA – L3 is expected to increase the number of

contact points with the cardboard surface, favoring homoge-
neous and more complete cleaning.

Ultra-adaptive, adhesive formulations for rough or vertical
painted surfaces.

Another issue involves the treatment of vertical, complex sur-
faces. A first breakthrough was achieved for the restoration of
the sculptural wall installation ‘‘Addendum’’ by Eva Hesse. The
restoration intervention, performed at TATE Modern Gallery,
London,69 entailed the use of highly flexible gels to remove
persistent soil.

Later, attempts have been made to synthetize nano-125 and
micro-structured materials with film-forming properties, which
can be sprayed or brushed in nooks and folds of the artwork
surface. However, optimization of the application/cleaning
protocols has not yet been achieved.

In this section, new evidence will be provided about systems
with improved stickiness and adaptability, namely: (i) ultra-
flexible (UF) and (ii) adhesive PVA-based gels.

UF cryogels were prepared by mixing H-PVA with a high
molecular weight PVP in the same proportions. Being H-PVA
and PVP incompatible under these conditions,115 large phase-
separated domains, containing hydrated PVP chains, act as
porogens during H-PVA cryostructuration. Two types of gels
were formulated, one containing H-PVA and obtained after 1
freeze–thaw cycle (UF-HPVA), the other with a PVA character-
ized by a slightly lower hydrolysis degree (HD), and obtained
after 6 freeze–thaw cycles (UF).

UF gels show high adaptability to complex, uneven surfaces
(Fig. 5(A)).

As shown in Fig. 5(B), the US gels exhibit a lower storage
modulus than TC-PNs or HPVA-PVP gels (in a 3 : 1 ratio). TC-
PNs are known as highly adaptable gels for the cleaning of
rough, painted surfaces.66,67

In this case, it was possible to tune UF gels’ elasticity and
improve adaptability, by varying the HD of the structural PVA.
Gels prepared with a lower HD PVA (UF) needed 6 FT cycles to
achieve a gel state, and showed the highest flexibility. None-
theless, the use of H-PVA, with higher HD, allowed in obtaining
gels (UF-HPVA) with exceptional flexibility after only 1 freeze–
thaw cycle.

UF gels are characterized by a gel content (G%), i.e. the
residual dry matter after washing/storage in water, that can be
compared to those of H-PVA-PVP and TC-PNs gels. However,
the water release is about 3 times higher: this grants the

Fig. 3 CLSM images of TC-PN gels with modulated pores, containing L-
PVA of increasing molecular weights: L1 o L2 o L3.

Fig. 4 The cleaning ability of TC-PN gels with modulated pores (A) can be
related, to some extent, to the gels’ tortuosity. (B) FCS curves and fitting,
describing the diffusion of a standard dye in a tartrazine aqueous solution
(free dye) and in H-PVA – L1, HPVA – L2 and HPVA – L3 gels, right after the
interaction with the cardboard in (A).

Table 1 Cleaning performances of H-PVA-L1 – L3 gels: average greyscale
intensity of pixels in the cleaned areas (0: black, 255: white). Diffusion
coefficients (D) of the dye Alexa Fluor in a tartrazine aqueous solution (free
dye) and in TC-PNs with the increasing pore size. The apparent tortuosity,
tapp

2, was calculated according to eqn (1)

Gel Greyscale intensity in the cleaned areas D (mm2 s�1) tapp
2

Free dye — 278 � 14 —
H-PVA – L1 231 � 2 128 � 14 1.7
H-PVA – L2 233 � 4 131 � 8 2.2
H-PVA – L3 240 � 2 168 � 8 2.1
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presence of a thicker layer of water at the gel–substrate inter-
face during the cleaning action, which favors the removal of
dirt from highly irregular surfaces (Table 2).

Moreover, UF gels are highly porous, with the pore size
ranging from the tens of microns to the hundreds of nano-
meters (see Fig. 5(C) and (D)).

Polymers bearing charges or hydrophilic–hydrophobic
groups can be used to improve gels’ adhesiveness, without
affecting the cohesiveness of the artwork original materials.

Gels with improved adhesiveness, to treat delicate vertical
surfaces, were prepared by adding a vinyl alcohol–vinyl pyrroli-
done (VA–VP) copolymer, and/or polyacrylic acid (PAA, a poly-
electrolyte) to H-PVA (Fig. 6). While the VA–VP co-polymer can be
used as a wetting agent and improves the gel adaptability, PAA
leads to a double physical–chemical crosslinking,126 improving
gel cohesiveness: an ester bond can form between the hydroxyl
group of PVA and the carboxyl group of PAA. In our case, the
polymer solutions were blended at room temperature, but the
process can be further enhanced at high temperatures.126

This type of adhesive gels easily stick to smooth surfaces,
such as glazed ceramic (Fig. 6(A)).

Gels containing VA–VP are extremely soft. They deform
during the adhesion to the surface (Fig. 6(B)).

On the other hand, PVA-based gels containing PAA are quite
rigid and tend to detach from the same surface (Fig. 6(C)).
Finally, gels containing both VA–VP and PAA are still able to
closely adhere to the surface, and show better mechanical
characteristic than the H-PVA–VA–VP gels (Fig. 6(D)).

‘‘Turning green’’: sustainable formulations for art remediation

Finally, one of the most compelling aspects in CH conservation
involves the reduction of petroleum-based solvents and polymers.

New, eco-friendly materials are beneficial from an environ-
mental perspective. In addition, they can replace hazardous
and toxic substances detrimental for human health and harm-
ful to the artefacts’ original components.52,71,72,76,127–131

In this sense, biopolymer-based materials, such as natural
resins and polysaccharides,76,131–135 are gaining growing inter-
est. Other examples include biodegradable matrices obtained
from waste products of supply chains,136,137 as well as ‘‘green’’
surfactants and solvents.52,138,139

Overall, the trend toward a re-evaluation of biopolymers
traditionally used in restoration, such as agar or carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC),130,132,140 must not be interpreted as a back-
track, but rather as a renewed awareness of the potential of
natural polymers. Even though CMC is an industrial derivative
of a natural biopolymer, it exhibits some relevant factors that
make it a possible candidate in the formulation of new sustain-
able materials, including biodegradability, abundance of raw
materials (it can also be obtained from agricultural waste),

Fig. 5 (A) UF-HPVA gel adaptability to a rope, an example of rough,
unconventional materials used in works of art. The gel sheet wraps homo-
geneously around the rope. (B) UF-HPA and UF gels’ mechanical properties
compared to a PVA ‘‘twin-chain’’ polymer network (TC-PN) and HPVA-PVP
gels (3 : 1 ratio): UF gels are the less rigid; in UF gels, elasticity can be further
tuned by varying PVA hydrolysis degrees. (C) and (D) SEM images of UF-
HPVA (B) and UF (C) gels, showing ubiquitous pores of different size.

Table 2 Gel contents (G%) and water releases of UF, PVA-PVP and TC-PN
gels

Gel G (%) Water release (mg cm�2)

UF 47 � 2 83 � 7
HPVA-PVP 45 � 1 26 � 3
TC-PN 37 � 1 31 � 3

Fig. 6 Ability of sticky gels to adhere to the smooth surface of glazed
ceramics (A). Gels were obtained by combining (B) H-PVA + VA–VP, (C) H-
PVA + PAA, and (D) H-PVA + VA–VP + PAA. The gel containing VA–VP is
extremely soft and easily sticks to the surface (B). Gels containing PAA are
rigid, due to the double physical–chemical crosslinking, and tend to
detach from the surface (C). When both VA–VP and PAA are added to
the gel formulation, the gel easily sticks to the surface, and the gels’
mechanical properties improve significantly (D).
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biocompatibility and low toxicity, and characteristic surface
properties.141–143

In addition, while synthetic polymers like PVA can be
obtained from renewable resources, their partial replacement
with biopolymers in gel formulations is an open topic in CH
conservations science.

In this section, PVA-based cryogels containing H-PVA with
the addition of a biopolymer are investigated. More specifically,
the morphology of H-PVA-based cryogels containing agar, CMC
or starch was observed through CLSM (Fig. 7).

CLSM images indicate that, in general, agar and CMC
contribute to formation of gel walls, since no sponge-like
structures, indicative of phase-separation in the pre-gel
solution, are observed. The pores are mainly elongated and
needle-shaped, such as those found in pure H-PVA gels. None-
theless, larger pores and/or micron-sized inhomogeneities are

randomly distributed throughout the matrices. Inhomogene-
ities result in a general increase of the gels’ surface roughness
(see V cross-sections in Fig. 7): micron-sized recesses and
valleys characterize the surfaces of these gels. Such features
favor adhesion and capture of the particulate matter during the
cleaning process.

Starch, on the other hand, acts both as the structuring agent
and the porogen during the freeze-thawing process, as evident
from the CLSM images. This is explained considering that the
less soluble and crystalline amylose contributes to the for-
mation of the gel walls, while amylopectin is expelled from
the continuous phase during cryostructuration, and accumu-
lates in micron-sized, irregularly shaped pores.72,144

The gels’ surface roughness was calculated as the average
height of the gels profiles, as shown in the vertical cross-section
of Fig. 7, and considering the standard deviation. Gels with a
higher roughness are those characterized by a higher value of the
standard deviation. Results are listed in Table 3. Gels containing
CMC are slightly rougher than H-PVA, while those containing
starch and agar show the highest surface inhomogeneity.

The cleaning ability of gels with high roughness and low
roughness was tested using an artificially soiled mockup
mimicking the pitted surface of a modern painting. More
specifically, CMC and starch-containing gels were tested and
compared to the H-PVA neat gels’ cleaning ability (Fig. 8).

As expected, starch showed the best cleaning performance:
the higher gel roughness led to a higher soil removal from the
painted surface. In the case of H-PVA and CMC gels, soil
removal was much poorer.

Conclusions

Over the past few decades, nanoscale and nanostructured
materials have gained fundamental relevance in the conserva-
tion of Cultural Heritage. Nanoparticles, microemulsions, gels,
films/coatings and composite organic–inorganic systems are
currently adopted in the consolidation, cleaning and protection
of diverse artistic and historical artifacts. Recently, the focus is
on the development of bio- and biomimetic systems with
enhanced properties and sustainability, coping with the
requirements of green chemistry. In addition to a critical over-
view of the main systems and applications developed in the
field, this contribution provides new insights into a class of
materials, the ‘‘twin-chain’’(TC) gels, which exhibit enhanced
effectiveness in the removal of soil and other unwanted layers
from the surface of works of art. In particular, new data were
provided on the effect on cleaning capability of the gels’ pore
size and connectivity, or surface roughness. The inclusion of
polyelectrolites and biopolymers in the gel networks based on
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was also investigated. Tailoring the gels’
morphology at the micrometer scale affected the transport
properties in the gels network at the nanoscale. When higher
molecular weight PVAs are used as porogens in the TC gels, the
pore size and tortuosity increase, boosting the cleaning cap-
ability of the gels. In addition, modulating the porogen amount

Fig. 7 CLSM images of PVA-based cryogels containing biopolymers as
structural additives and/or porogens. Gels were prepared by mixing a
highly hydrolyzed PVA with agar, CMC or starch, in a 4.5 : 1 ratio. The
horizontal and vertical cross-sections show features of the gels’ porosity
and morphology at the micrometer-scale, including the surface rough-
ness. H-PVA gel images are reported as a reference system.

Table 3 Surface roughness of gels containing H-PVA and biopolymers.
The roughness of the H-PVA gel was calculated for comparison

Gel Roughness (%)

Agar 70 � 18
CMC 40 � 15
Starch 70 � 20
HPVA 30 � 10
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or adding different polymers to PVA allows the control of the
gels’ surface roughness, adaptability to target surfaces, and
adhesion, leading to higher cleaning efficacy and the possibility
to clean rough or vertical substrates. These advancements open
up new horizons in the formulation and application of nano-
scale/nanostructured materials for the preservation of Cultural
Heritage, with possible positive impact also in other scientific
and technological fields, such as drug-delivery, detergency,
food industry, cosmetics and tissue engineering.

Materials and methods
Chemicals

Highly hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol (H-PVA with hydrolysis
degree, HD, 99% and molecular weight MW B 160 kDa, and
PVA with HD = 97–98% and molecular weight MW B 160 kDa),
polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA, molecular weight Mw B
75 kDa), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP, molecular weight
Mn B 1300 kDa), polyacrylic acid (PAA, molecular weight

Mn B 1200 kDa) and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, molecular
weight MW B 90 kDa) for the hydrogel preparation were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium polystyrene sulfonate
(PSSNa, molecular weight Mn B 77 kDa) was purchased from
Thermo-Fisher. Starch was a commercial cornstarch (Cleca,
used without further purification).

The carboxylated, partially hydrolyzed PVA (PVA – COOH,
Povalt Specialty Grade 25-88 KL) and the partially hydrolyzed
(HD 88%) PVAs denominated L1, L2 and L3 (Povalt 18-88, 32-88
and 47-88, respectively) were kindly supplied by Kuraray Europe
(Milan, Italy).

Selvol Ultalux SC (VA–VP copolymer) was purchased from
Sekisui.

Gels were prepared in purified water (Millipore system,
resistivity 418 MO cm). The fluorescent dyes used in CLSM
or FCS measurements (rhodamine 110 chloride with purity
Z99% and Alexa Fluor 568) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and Thermo-Fisher Scientific, respectively. Tartrazine
(dye content Z 85%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used in the cleaning
tests and for the determination of tortuosity. Ammonium
citrate tribasic (TAC, Sigma-Aldrich) was used for the removal
of artificial soil from painting mock-ups.

All the chemicals were used as received, without further
purification.

Gel preparation

All gels were prepared by dissolving H-PVA and any additional
polymer in purified water at 95 1C, in a round-bottom flask
equipped with a condenser to prevent water evaporation.

The mixtures were maintained under continuous stirring for
2 h. After complete dissolution, pre-gel solutions were cooled
down to room temperature, poured into molds and frozen at
�18 1C. H-PVA was mixed with PSSA, PSSNa, PVA-COOH, or L1,
L2 and L3 PVAs in a 3 : 1 ratio (total polymer content: 12% w/v).
UF and UF-H-PVA gels contain H-PVA or the 98% hydrolyzed
PVA and PVP in a 1 : 1 ratio (total polymer content: 12% w/v).
Gels with biopolymers contain a H-PVA : biopolymer ratio of
4.5 : 1 (total polymer content: 10.5% w/v). Adhesive gels were
prepared by mixing a 9% w/v H-PVA solution, a 10% w/v PAA
solution and a 15% w/v Ultalux (VA–VP copolymer) solution, in
the following ratios: (i) H-PVA + VA–VP with H-PVA : VA–VP 9 : 1;
(ii) H-PVA + PAA with H-PVA : PAA 9 : 1; (iii) H-PVA + VA–VP +
PAA with H-PVA : PVA-VP (or PAA) 8.5 : 0.75.

H-PVA neat gels contain H-PVA at 9% w/v.
All gels, except UF systems, were obtained through 1 freeze–

thaw cycle. UF gels were obtained after 6 freeze–thaw cycles.
After thawing, gels were washed and stored in demineralized
water. Water was changed daily for 7 days.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

CLSM imaging was performed with a Leica TCS SP8 confocal
microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany),
equipped with a 63X/1.2 Zeiss objective (water immersion).
Gels were soaked in a Rhodamine 110 aqueous solution before
imaging. The dye was excited with a 488 nm laser line (Ar laser)

Fig. 8 Cleaning performances of gels containing biopolymers (CMC or
starch) compared to the neat H-PVA gel. Cleaning tests were performed
using an artificially soiled mockup, mimicking a modern painting. The
higher surface roughness of the gel containing starch led to an enhanced
soil removal.
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and the fluorescence was recorded using a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) in the 498–540 nm range.

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)

FCS measurements were performed with the same CLSM used for
imaging. In this case, the FCS modulus from PicoQuant (Pico-
Quant, Berlin, Germany) was also used. The fluorescence was
recorded with a hybrid SMD detector. An aqueous solution of
Alexa Fluor 568 (25 nM) was used for FCS calibration. The fitting
model assumes that a three-dimensional Brownian diffusion of
the fluorescent species occurs through a 3D-ellipsoidal Gaussian
volume. This is considered as the only contribution to the
observed decay time. FCS curves were averaged (12–15 repetitions)
and analyzed according to a single-component decay:

GðtÞ ¼ 1

N
1þ t

tD

� ��1
1þ t

S2tD

� ��1=2" #
(2)

where N is the average number of fluorescent molecules diffusing
inside the confocal volume (N = CV, with V = p3/2w0

3S and C the
concentration), tD is the decay time and S = z0/w0 the ratio
between the axial and the lateral dimensions of the confocal
volume, determined through the calibration procedure with Alexa
568. The diffusion coefficient D can be calculated as follows:

tD ¼
w0

2

4D
(3)

For the determination of gels’ tortuosity, the diffusion of
Alexa Fluor 568 inside TC-PN gels was measured after the gels’
contact with tartrazine-dyed cardboards (10 minutes contact).
For comparison, the diffusion coefficient of Alexa Fluor 568 in a
concentrated tartrazine solution (2.5% w/w) was also measured.

Cleaning tests (tartrazine-dyed cardboards)

Cardboard sheets were soaked in demineralized water and then
in a 2.5% w/w tartrazine aqueous solution for 1 minute. Thus,
they were air-dried. TC-PN gel sheets were gently dried on
Whatmans paper and placed in contact with the dyed card-
board for 10 minutes. A 10 minutes contact time is approxi-
mately the time required for the tartrazine solution, formed at
the gel–cardboard interface, to diffuse within the whole gel
volume (gel thickness: 2 mm; data acquired on similar gels115).
Images of the cleaned cardboard were acquired and converted
in grayscale with ImageJ, evaluating the removal by calculating
the average grayscale intensity as previously reported.115

Effective relative diffusivity and tortuosity

The apparent tortuosity of gels was calculated as the reciprocal of
the effective relative diffusivity,119,120 and more specifically as:

tapp2 ¼
t2

e
¼ Dsol

Dgel
(4)

where t2 is the tortuosity factor and t is the geometrical
tortuosity, while e is the gels porosity. t2/e was calculated for
gels after the interaction with tartrazine-dyed cardboards, i.e.
after the cleaning tests (10 minutes interactions). The gels

apparent tortuosity factor was calculated considering the diffu-
sion coefficients of the dye Alexa Fluor 568 in a tartrazine
aqueous solution (DSol) and inside the gels (DGel), respectively.
Both DSol and DGel were obtained from FCS measurements.

Rheometry

Rheology measurements were performed with a Discovery HR-3
rheometer from TA Instruments, equipped with a Peltier tem-
perature control system. The 40 mm parallel plate geometry was
used. Amplitude sweeps, to identify the linear viscoelastic range
(LVE), and frequency sweeps, were performed at 25 1C. Frequency
sweep curves were acquired within the LVE range, at a constant
oscillation strain (0.5%), by increasing the oscillation frequency.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM imaging was performed using an Field Emission Gun
Scanning Electron Microscope by SIGMA (FEGSEM, Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Germany), with an acceleration potential of
2 kV and a working distance of 3.5 mm. Gel samples were
freeze-dried and coated with an ultra-thin layer of gold using an
Auto Sputter Coater (Agar Scientific).

Gels’ roughness calculation

The roughness of gels containing biopolymers was evaluated on
the gels’ vertical cross-sections, and more specifically by con-
sidering the average value and the relative standard deviation of
each profile intensity. Briefly, the vertical cross-section images
were binarized and the XY values of each profile were extracted
through the software ImageJ. Then, Y values were normalized
and averaged, and a standard deviation was extracted. The
standard deviation can be directly related to gels’ roughness,
as it increases for more inhomogeneous profiles.

Preparation of alkyd painting mockups and cleaning

A mock-up mimicking a modern painting was prepared using a
commercial primed canvas, oil (Windson&Newton), and alkyd
colors (Ferrario). After about one year from the preparation, an
artificial soil mixture in nonane145 was applied with a brush
over the paint layer. Cleaning tests were performed after one
month. Gels containing H-PVA and biopolymers were soaked in
a TAC aqueous solution (7% w/w) for 12 hours. TAC solutions
are conservators’ standard choices when the removal of parti-
culate matter from paintings is required.146,147 Gel sheets were
gently dried with blotting papers before the application. The
gel–surface contact lasted 10 minutes, in accordance with the
time chosen for the tartrazine removal from cardboards.
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